
IMPORTANT 

DATES 

 

21 February 

Greenhill Living 

22 February 

Greenhill Living 

23 February 

Greenhill Living 

24 February 

Greenhill Living 

28 February 

Dental for Schools 

1 March 

Dental for Schools 

2 March 

Dental for Schools 

3 March 

Dental for Schools 

3 March 

SAPSASA Swimming 

TBC 

14 March 

Adelaide Cup 

Public Holiday 
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Hello everyone, 
 

I thought I’d give you an update on the last week or so. We’ve had the 
receptions and year ones at school, as well as between 40 and 50 students of 
essential workers every day. The year 2-6 children at school have not been in 
classes with their teachers, but have been working together in the upper 
primary unit. There, they’ve been supported by leadership, teaching and 
ancillary staff, as well as relievers. It has been a bit hectic at times! As the days 
have progressed and our systems have become smoother, the students have 
become more familiar with the learning platforms. I have seen  significant 
learning happening here, and the students have adapted well to the changed 
learning environment. 
 

I know that it’s been a bit of a mixed experience for you supporting children at 
home. Somewhat dependent on the age of your children, some students have 
been more independent and some have needed a lot of support. There have 
been technical difficulties that have been especially frustrating. What we have 
noticed though, is that we’ve still had the vast majority of students  participating  
in the Zoom sessions and submitting work.  That’s been fantastic. We 
understand though, that for some of you that has been impossible.  
 

Of course during that time the receptions and year 1 children have been at 
school. It always brings all of us such joy to see a new cohort of children starting 
their years of schooling, and we also love seeing the year 1 students stepping up 
to be the ‘big kids’  in the classes. I’d like to  acknowledge Lisa Hyatt, who has 
had her year ones at school and her year twos doing online learning. She’s 
managed a complex task with aplomb. 
 

In fact, you will have heard me comment many times about the quality teaching 
and ancillary staff that we have here at Aldgate, but I’ve never been more 
impressed . Their levels of professionalism, care for students, collegiality and 
generosity are astounding. 
 

I’m certain that you will be interested to hear that we have had no cases of 
Covid here at school, although there have been cases in our extended 
community. Please trust that we have been, and will continue to follow all of the 
health and health-reporting guidelines that are expected of schools. There are 
four ways that you can support us in this: 
1. let us know if there is Covid in your family 
2. do not send your child or children to school if they are unwell 
3. please remain off site—we have been flexible as the youngest of our 

students start school, but unless you have special arrangements with us, 
please remain outside of the school bounds. This will also help your child 
develop independence, which is such an important skill. 

4. Please go to the front office if you want to pick up or drop off your child 
outside of the normal hours. Please do not go to the classrooms. 
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The school has a large supply of surgical masks for staff and we have received a supply of surgical masks 

for children in years 3 to 6. If you have difficulties providing masks for your child or children, please let 

us know and we can provide them. We will encourage students to wear them in class, but they won’t 

need to wear them outside. Surgical masks are considered to be better than the N95 masks that some 

are advocating for, simply because they are difficult to fit properly, and that their effectiveness is 

significantly reduced if they are not properly fitted.  
 

We participated in the ventilation audit last year and we do have several areas where we can’t open 

windows. These are not in teaching or learning spaces, but small breakout spaces that we are not using 

at the moment. I have spoken to the Department for Education and they have assured me that 

maintenance will be out to rectify those spaces that need it as soon as they can. 
 

Staff have been, and will continue to, keep windows and doors open for fresh air ventilation, as that has 

proven to be effective. Our air conditioners will be rectified so that they are capable of fresh air intake in 

the near future. Considering our wonderful grounds and outdoor spaces, we will also teach students 

outside as much as possible. 
 

We will receive 5 air purifiers either today or on Monday. You will have heard that there is little peer 

reviewed research evidence that they make a significant difference to the transmission of Covid, but we 

are still happy for every little thing that we can do to keep the school community safe. 
 

Throughout the pandemic, we have had additional cleaning of touch points every day. We will continue 

that for the foreseeable future. Staff have been meeting via Zoom, and we have not been congregating 

in the staff room.  

We have a large supply of rapid antigen tests (RATs) and will follow departmental protocols in their use. 

Parents and carers will be informed if there has been a positive case of COVID-19 at the school, be that 

a student, staff member or visitor. If your child is deemed as a classroom contact of a positive case at 

school, they will be required to: 

 not attend school if they have symptoms and get tested as soon as possible 

 attend school if they don’t have any symptoms and have not tested positive 

 avoid OSHC where possible for seven days 

 avoid attending school related extra-curricular activities (camps, excursions, interschool 

sport etc.)  for seven days 
 

A student is considered a close contact if they were helped 1:1 by a teacher or SSO for longer than 15 

minutes who has tested positive and face masks were not able to be worn. In that instance, students 

are required to use RATs to ‘test to stay’ to return to school. If the student is unable to test, they must 

quarantine for 7 days. 
 

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 

Leah Kennewell 

Principal 

 

Principal News Continued 
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Front Office Reminders 

 

Late Arrivals/Early Departures 

If your child comes to school late or leaves early they need to come through the 

front office so that their attendance or absence can be recorded.  This is also 

important if you take your child out for part of the day, such as a visit to the dentist 

or doctor. 

Thank you 

Fairview Road Traffic Rules 

Kiss and Drop Zone –The school and kindergarten kiss and drop zone is located 

on Fairview Road. The area is signed as NO PARKING 8am –9am and 3pm to 4pm 

on school days. Drivers must not stop in a NO PARKING zone unless for the 

immediate purpose of picking up or dropping off passengers. The driver must 

remain in their vehicle and be in the zone for no more than 2 minutes. 

 

Single Continuous Line —Drivers must keep to the left of this line on Fairview 
Road. Drivers must not cross this line to overtake or make a U-turn. However, 
drivers can cross the line to:  
 

 enter or leave the road  

 avoid an obstruction,  

 park in the angled parking on the opposite side of Fairview Rd—but only if it is 
safe and considerate to do so 

 overtake a cyclist but only if there is a clear view and it is safe to do so. 

 

Please remember that you can park at the Village Well and your children can 
walk the 1km to school. 

3 Fairview Rd Aldgate  

Principal; Leah  Kennewell 

Governing Council Chairperson: Mark Osterstock 

Phone: 83392377  

Absences Text: 0428 937 348 

 admin@schools.sa.edu.au  
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 Leah Kennewell            Felicity Godson          Jade Somerville Bec Hoffmann         Lisa Hyatt 

 Principal             Deputy Principal          R/1 Teacher  R/1 Teacher                    1/2 Teacher  

   

   

  

 Linda Cottle             Stacey Wood          Petra Dunaiski        Sam Richards                   Jarrad Wyett 

 2/3 Teacher             3/4 Class           3/4 Class         3/4 Class          4/5 Class                                                      

 Scott Huff           Lisa Marsden                 Nic Strevens       Claudine Denevue          Cam Grigg             Natalie Jones 

 5/6 Teacher        5/6 Teacher                  5/6 Teacher & Science   French Teacher             PE Teacher                 Teacher Support of  

            Students  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Linda Begg                   Fiona Crackett         Ali Hezgardy       Francesca Klemich         Marian Schneemilch  

 Student Support      Business Manager        IT      Wellbeing Officer           Admin Officer/First Aid 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 Linda Slater                    Denny Steer              Ed Westwell              Jessica Gardner  Krys Knight 

 Student Support       Admin/Library/OSHC Finance       Student Support             OSHC Director Cleaner 

                                        Student Support/ Frist Aid         

              

              

              

                         

 

Our Staff 


